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Most radioactive places on earth veritasium

Everyone wants to live in a nice place of weather, but in a few places around the world, extreme temperatures can only be a challenge to survive. More properties suitable for laying on this local beach only sunny day; Some may actually boast the heat setting the world record at prohibitive temperatures for most life forms. Even if the
hottest places on Earth are not your first holiday choice, they show the variety of extraordinary conditions we can experience on our planet. Death Valley is a low-lying basin area in the Mojave Desert, on the eastern edge of California. Although it is below sea level and one of the hottest places in the world than anywhere else in North
America, it actually supports a wide range of lives. People don't live there because record-breaking 127-degree temperatures are a little too warm, but they visit to see the majestic natural wonders of this unique hot spot. PhotoVoyager/Getty Images Australia is a major country and Queensland is one of those states, in the northeastern
corner of the continent, bordered by the Pacific Ocean and coral sea. Perhaps he added nemsion calculations for these intense heat levels - in some places, summer temperatures can reach 120 degrees F for several consecutive days. In all areas of Queensland this is extremely hot, however, and the state does not boast of both
populated cities, and the famous tourist draws in more moderate areas. samvaltenbergs / Getty Images Ethiopia is the world's most populous landlocked country in northeastern Africa. It is also one of the hottest, especially the hottest, where the village of Dallol can claim the warmest temperatures of any environment in which the world is
constantly living. Dallol is the hottest place in the world in terms of year-long temperatures, with an average annual temperature of 94.3, which includes both winter and nightly low temperatures. Other world's hottest places are measured in terms of the highest temperatures reached during the hottest season, but dallol over time, you can
always claim to be warmer anywhere in the world. Air conditioners can't just keep up because residents keep cool in traditional mud huts that offer cool air and shade! DavorLovincic / Getty Images The Republic of Sudan is located in the eastern part of Africa, and the city of Wadi Halfa is located in the northernest part of the country, on
the Nile River and Lake Nasir. This has been consistently in place since ancient times, possibly due to its strategic location, and certainly overhealth! Although it is on the Nile River, its climate is that of the surrounding desert; records show that time is 98% sunny and takes a few cloudy or rainy days. Summers are swelly hot, average
temperatures reach 118-119 degrees F and short winters average You can reach the F but mid-90s in the mid-70s. MarcPo / Getty Images Tirat Zvi is a unique community in southeastErn Israel. Not a town, but a religious kibbutz, or a dedicated community, praying together, working in a life that brings several different traditions of
Judaism and works to support society. With 220 miles below sea level and 129 degrees F, it held the record for Asia's highest air temperature. This record has been controversial, but the truth remains plausible - this tirana means Zvi almost gets this hot! Joel Carillet / Getty Images Timbuktu is an ancient city in Mali and has been a
crossroads of commerce and culture for over a thousand years. In recent centuries, eastern scholarships and international book trade have become a worldwide center. These achievements are notable given that Timbuktu extends into the Sahara Desert, with summer temperatures averaging around 105 degrees F, but frequently
reaching up to 120. Even at other times of the year, average temperatures are in the upper 80s. Clean water in this hot desert area has been around for about 200,000 years, due to its life-saving resource. Average summer high temperatures reach 110 degrees F and the average annual, which includes lows in the winter months and
nights, is around 90. In addition to these high temperatures, winds called Ghibli scald air and sand over the region, making the oasis an even more strategic refuge. IdealPhoto30/Getty Images Cape Town is the capital of South Africa, horn of Africa, and often has a moderate, even luxurious, Mediterranean-type climate. This is located in a
mountain valley leading down a long coastline and is a popular destination for tourists. But a few weeks a year, the Berg Wind blows down the mountains and surprisingly becomes uncomfortably warm for residents. In these weeks, the temperature reaches above 100 degrees, sometimes up to 110 degrees. Mlenny/Getty Images
Bangkok is located at the mouth of the Thai capital and the Chao Phraya River. The river delta has been very crowded and weddly since it formed wet, marshy soils. Thailand has three seasons - hot, monsoon, and cool - although it is relatively warm around the whole year. The lowest temperatures reach about 105 F in the lower F of the
70s and the highest ones. But remember that the mouth position of the river and the Asian monsoon cycle mean that the city always lives with about 100% nems. Photo The Unsplash Flaming Mountains by Evan Krause, also called the Gaochang Mountains, to rise outside Hong Kong in China. Mountains are named after red rock and
mineral deposits. That's partly The rock and soil are not suitable for growth, but also because the Flaming Mountains are a warm place in China, and it is one of the hottest in the world. In 2008 a satellite data point predicted an incredible 152 degrees F soil temperature! Nutthavood /Getty Images Radiation is not limited to places like
Chernobyl and communities adjacent to nuclear power plants. It also exists naturally worldwide. However, in some areas there is a much higher level of natural radiation than others. So, what is natural radiation and how does it occur? Radiation is the energy given by unstable atoms. Unstable atoms were naturally created at the beginning
of the universe 4 billion years ago, John A. Shanahan, president of Environmentalists for Nuclear Energy - usa, explains in an email. Most of these unstable atoms now emit enough energy (radiation), so that they are stable atoms and no longer give radiation. Other unstable atoms emit radiation so slowly that they are still unstable. This is
the 'natural radiation' we measure in soil, water and air. Advertising No matter where you live, some natural radiation can be expected. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) estimates that radiation exposure from natural sources such as radon and thoron averages 2.4 millisieverts (mSv) per year, but can fluctuate by several
hundred. For comparison's sake, a single chest X-ray extinguishes a radiation dose of 0.2 mSv. According to the International Commission for Radiological Protection, a radiation worker (as in a nuclear plant) should be limited to 100 msVs within five years. There are three main culprits that produce naturally occurring radioactive
elements: earth, stones and cosmic rays that travel to us from space. Several cities around the world also have a dub suspected reputation for being much above average in natural radiation. For example, the residents of Ramsar, Iran, are regularly exposed to the radiation emitted from the nine spas in the region, which both locals and
tourists enjoy as in spas. Radium dissolved in the mineral water of hot springs, high levels of thorium in travertine deposits (travertine is the type of limestone found in mineral sources) and the presence of uranium contribute to the natural radiation of the region. In fact, Ramsar regularly reaches radiation levels 55-200 times higher than
normal! Ramsar has the highest level of natural radiation in the world. Hot springs at Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary in South Australia are also called higher than normal radiation levels due to spring water in contact with uranium and radon-rich rocks. If you are timid about radiation exposure, you may want to think twice about grilling for
you in Guarapari, Brazil. Features of beaches intertwined with popular tourist spot Readings reached up to 175 mSv. Sand comes to monasite, an ore containing the natural radioactive element thorum, located in the local mountains and eroded over time. The same type of thorum-rich sand is responsible for the high background radiation
in Kerala, India, and Yangjiang, China. Experts at the IAEA, by far the largest source of natural radiation exposure, come from varying amounts of uranium and thorum in soil worldwide. Says. Radiation doses are known to damage body tissues and can cause cancer or even death within a few hours if the dosage is high enough (like these
people exposed to Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombs). But the inhabitants of cities with high natural radiation do not seem to have any bad effects. In these areas, those working in nuclear energy and nuclear medicine have higher radiation than is allowed, and people live a healthy life, in many cases healthier than people who
receive less radiation, Shanahan said. Says. All life has adapted to natural radiation for a healthy life. Otherwise, human beings would have been sick and died a long time ago. However, there is a kind of natural low-energy radiation that can make people sick, and causes cancer, Explains Shanahan. It's daylight. So, with many taking
steps to limit exposure to solar radiation using sunscreen, shouldn't we be trying to delete this seemingly toxic town? Shanahan says this is not necessary, noting that there are very few people who die from natural radiation. Besides, it's probably impossible to stop. Radiation becomes unstoppable until the unstable atom decays and
reaches a stable state, he says. This is a completely natural process, similar to natural human processes that have to go to the toilet or vomit.
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